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Introduction
I set out on the journey of creating a hiring, training, and retention
program for the NCAA Eligibility Center Call Center (hereafter known as EC
Call Center) because when I was hired as a Call Center Assistant in September
2007, I had no prior customer service background, especially as it is applicable
in a call center environment, and was hired based on my prior experience of
service; a year and a half later I joke, although there is truth to the joke, that if
the EC Call Center had proper hiring techniques in place, I would not have
been hired.

Working in a call center requires certain predisposed attributes of

the potential employee that have been proven to make the prospective
candidate more apt to succeed in the unique call center environment, but these
skills alone will not guarantee the success of a person in a call center position:
through primary research, supported by secondary data, I have been able to
create best hiring practices based on pinpointing the needed characteristics of
applicants, a training program influenced by the findings of top call centers
and researchers, ideas for maximizing retention produced from surveys
administered to the EC Call Center employees and supported by secondary
research findings aimed at decreasing employee turnover and increasing
customer satisfaction, and recommendations to improve and sustain the EC
Call Center.
Background
The NCAA Eligibility Center, LLC (hereafter known as the EC), located in

Indianapolis, IN, has been in operation a little over one year, but previously the

——
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operation had been outsourced by the NCAA through ACT, the standardized
testing agency located in Iowa City, Iowa.

The Call Center department within

the EC handles questions for the other four departments; no other department
takes phone calls from our main groups of callers: our membership, Division I
and II colleges/universities, prospective student athletes and their parents,
current student athletes, and high school administrators.

There are nine Call

Center Assistants, two Call Center Coordinators, five Assistant/Associate
Directors of Client Relations and the Call Center, and one Director of Client
Relations /Call Center.

Over the past year of operation, six Call Center Assistants have quit; this
is the highest turnover rate of any department in the EC.

Approximately half of

the nine Call Center Assistants have no prior experience in customer service
and this lack of experience had no bearing on hiring.

Currently, the Eligibility

Center’s method for hiring call center representatives is to interview the
representative (no prior call center/customer service experience is necessary)
and present an offer for employment; there is a telephone interview followed by
an in-person interview.
In addition, there is no formal customer service training procedure in
place.

Training consists of reading our College Bound Student Athlete Guide, a

comprehension guide for parents, students, and high school administrators
that explains the initial-eligibility process and provides helpful insights, as well
as listening to a current call center representative’s calls for a few days and
then being put onto the phones.

i

There is no customer service training, tips to
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diffusing angry customers, teaching of uniform, yet unscripted, verbiage that
all representatives are to use, and information on how to make a call as
efficient and effective as possible.
The Call Center is the only department in the EC that cannot participate
in company functions at the EC or the National Office due to high call volumes
and a limited amount of resources in relation to staff coverage; in addition, we
have often been told that our opinion matters and the Director of our
department has taken surveys of what works and what needs improvement,
but shed insight to me that he does nothing with these surveys.

We are also

told by our supervisors that professional development is a cornerstone of our
department, yet we are discouraged from applying to any other department.
Additionally, we have been told that we will receive additional training and
help, but all have resulted in empty promises.

During this past summer we

had three hour wait times on the phone, resulting in very hostile customers,
which in turn served as a deterrent for Call Center Assistants to want to work
another summer in this department. All of this has caused much unhappiness,
which is characteristic of call center representatives.
General Information on Call Centers
Research shows that one in five workers perceive high levels of stress at
work and estimates indicate that 91.5 million working days are lost annually
due to stress-related illness.

High stress levels are linked with minor physical

symptoms and mental health problems, as well as increased adverse health
habits, such as smoking and alcohol consumption (Smith, 2001).
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Work-related

stress affects both the organization and the individual; for an individual,

“occupational stress can have serious health consequences including sleep
problems, headaches, pain, depression, anxiety, substance abuse,

cardiovascular disease, depersonalization, decreased self-efficacy, and anger.”
For the organization, “conservative estimates suggest that workplace stress and
its consequences cost companies tens of billions of dollars each year”
(Kennedy, 2008).

“For many companies, the most frequent point of interaction between the
company and the customer is through the call center” (Doriot, 2007).

In the

United States, call centers comprise a multi-billion dollar industry (Sidle,
2004).

“Call centers engage staff to work interactively with customers on either

inbound or outbound calls on activities such as sales and telemarketing,
product and service information, and customer queries and complaints”; “they
rely on customer service representatives to address the needs of confused,
concerned, or disappointed customers” through responding to phone calls in a
rapid succession where the call center employee must meet customer
expectations by solving problems in a quick and accommodating manner,
leading to a satisfying experience for both customer and employee, alike (Deery,
2002) (Sidle, 2004).
Call center, or frontline, employees perform an important role in the
management of customer relationships.

The manner in which they display

their feelings towards customers has a critical influence on the quality of
service transactions.

“Customers’ perceptions of quality service are
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significantly affected by the nature of the interaction with frontline staff”
(Deery, 2002).

This is supported by research from Purdue University, which

“shows that 92% of consumers form their image of the company based on their
experience using the call center” (McLean-Conner, 2008).

As of 2002, 3% of

the working population in the U.S. were employed in telephone call centers”;
this translates into about 2 million people working in either in-bound, outbound, or a hybrid of the two types of call centers (Deery, 2002) (Hemlock,
2002).
Customer service work requires more diverse skills than perhaps any
other part of the organization and demands “a high degree of personal contact
with the public and the performance of what has been termed as ‘emotional
labor” (Cleveland, 2007) (Deery, 2002).

During service interactions, employees

are expected to display emotions that comply with certain norms or standards
of the organization, which are designed to create a desired state of mind in the
customer.”

Employees are expected to always appear happy, nice, and glad to

serve the caller, despite any private misgivings or contrary feelings the
employee may have; this has been described as the “commoditization of

emotions” (Deery, 2002).
“Due to the nature of the work, customer call centers are noted highstress environments with high staff turnover compared to other parts of the
same business and to other industries” (Kennedy, 2008).

“Frontline employees

are often underpaid, under-trained, highly stressed, and newly recruited in call
centers” (Budhwar, 2007).

Over time, concern has been expressed about the
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possible negative effects of call center work on the psychological well-being of
employees; call center representatives are especially a concern due to the
nature of their work, which includes the pressure to handle calls quickly while
following scripts and expressing emotion to create a positive customer
experience, dealing with rejection, abuse and harassment by customers with
little time to recuperate between calls, being monitored and penalized for lost
calls by management, and being given unrealistic productivity targets (Deery,
2002) (Kennedy, 2008).
Research has proven that job-related burnout is one of the most likely
outcomes of the performance of emotional labor, as such experienced in call
centers.

“Frequent interpersonal interactions with clients of an emotionally

intense nature could be expected to lead to emotional exhaustion.”

Emotional

exhaustion can be influenced by job autonomy, opportunities for selfmonitoring, length of tenure, and working hours, and increased emotional

exhaustion is associated with facing difficult and abusive customers (Deery,
2002) (Kinnie, 2002).

When customers’ expectations are not met, the caller

may take out their frustrations on call center employees, leaving those
employees feeling beat up and demoralized.

“Delivering ‘service with a smile’ is

a stressful experience for employees who face angry customers” and “listening
to the gripes of irate customers who are at times hostile, impatient, and
downright abusive can be emotionally exhausting to service employees”; and to
make matters worse, employees are given little in the way of ammunition to
respond to these types of situations (Sidle, 2004).
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Because of these factors, call center jobs are becoming “dead-end jobs
that are often characterized by low status, poor pay, and few career prospects.”
With call center employees increasingly feeling this way, combined with call
center interactions that are dominated by the mass-productions model, as
opposed to the idealized professional service model of building relationships,
problems pertaining to service quality and customer satisfaction continue to
exacerbate (Budhwar, 2007).

And, “with more than 65% of the costs of a

modern call center being people costs, and with the industry as a whole
suffering retention problems, it is essential that recruitment, training, and

development activities are tailored appropriately” (Higgs, 2003).
Hiring
By now it has been established that call centers are high-stress,
emotionally exhausting, and burnout and turnover plagued work
environments, but some of this can be prevented through effective hiring
practices.

The most important aspect of the call involved in call center work is

the employee making or receiving the call; most call centers, such as the EC
Call Center, are so desperate to fill positions that they forgo any rational hiring
methodology that would help them to hire candidates that are better suited for
such a position and would ultimately reduce turnover and burnout (Best,

1999).

“In call centers, because service delivery occurs through human

interaction and management seldom has direct control over the service
encounter, it is the job attitude of frontline or customer contact employees
during the service encounter that largely determines the quality of service
Page
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delivered” (Budhwar, 2007).

Call center management needs to take on the

challenge of ensuring “that the right person is handling the right call in the
right manner,” since at the core of the customer service aspect of any company
are the relationships that are built, and “relationships are still based on people,

not products” (Higgs, 2003) (Best, 1999).
The first requirement of a hiring program for call center representatives
is to be honest and tell the candidates “that dealing with hostile customers is
part of their job.”

By creating this expectation, management can eliminate

some of the stress involved and ensure that the organization has call center
employees on the phones who have accepted that this is a component of their
job (Best, 1999).

To support this aspect, employers such as the EC Call Center

should make it a hiring practice to give the potential employee a glimpse at a
typical day on the job.

“Top contact center employers use their hiring and

orientation programs to show candidates and new hires just how meaningful
the agent position is.

Many provide these prospective and new employees with

realistic job previews—via videos of a typical day in the center, detailed tours of
the operation, and interviews with veteran staff.

These centers explain the

significance of each agent’s impact on customer satisfaction and loyalty, and
their contribution to the contact center and enterprise as a whole” (Levin,
2007).
The second requirement to be integrated into the EC Call Center hiring
program, and definitely the most important, is the use and execution of an
Emotional Intelligence (hereafter known as EI) test.
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There are certain character

attributes of people that would make a prospective employee more adept to
succeeding in the unique call center environment and an EI test is a proficient
means for helping to identify those candidates with the necessary
characteristics.

In 1998, Higgs and Dalewicz developed a tool that directly

measures emotional intelligence by using seven elements of behavior: selfawareness, emotional resilience, motivation, interpersonal sensitivity,

influence, intuitiveness, and conscientiousness.

According the Higgs and

Dalewicz, self-awareness is defined as “awareness of your own feelings and how
others respond to you,” emotional resilience is the “ability to keep going in
difficult situations,” motivation, which is the “ability to pursue long-term
goals,” interpersonal sensitivity is described as “understanding others’ feelings
and having empathy,” influence is characterized as “ability to influence others
through interaction,” intuitiveness is defined as “ability to make decisions with
limited or ambiguous information,” and conscientiousness, which is “integrity
and correlation between words and actions.”

This test has proven to be so

effective that it has been used by oil companies, major retailers, financial
services companies, and the public sector to assist with employee development,
internal assessment, and as part of the recruitment and hiring process (Higgs,
2003).
From results found in administering the EI test, Higgs and Dalewicz
determined that the most important EI elements for call center workers are
conscientiousness, resilience, motivation, and sensitivity, whereas influence

seems to be the least significant EI element, and surprisingly, there exists a
Page
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negative correlation between intuitiveness and performance.

This negative

correlation can be explained by the “extensive use of scripts and standard
operating procedures, which employees with high levels of intuitiveness find
restrictive” (Higgs, 2003).

For the EC Call Center, I do think intuitiveness is

something to be coveted because there is no scripted dialogue (although it
looks like we are heading that way) and often times we have to look between
the lines of what callers are saying and make decisions from unclear
information due to the sometimes dishonest nature of our callers.
Along with the characteristics pinpointed by Higgs and Dalewicz, I also
believe creativity in problem solving is a desired attribute of a prospective Call
Center Assistant because many of the scenarios callers inquire about are
individualized and unique and we as Call Center Assistants must figure out,
within the confines of our legislation, how to resolve the issue; to determine the
level and type of problem solving the candidate possesses, I would also
recommend administering the Kirton Adaptor-Innovator Inventory! or MyersBriggs personality test.

As far as the desired results of the Kirton Adaptor-

Innovator Inventory, Call Center Assistants should exhibit more adaptor
qualities, such as reliability, thoroughness, methodical, sensitive to people,

good team players, and create by finding ways to improve existing ideas and
systems (Mance, 2007).

I believe these are the needed qualities because a call

center, especially when it is as small as the EC Call Center, relies on every
employee to come to work every day to ease the burden of calls; when calls
1 See appendix A for a sample of the Kirton Adaptor-Innovator Inventory.
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become excessive and long wait times exist, callers become more frustrated and
angry and are more likely to take this aggression out on the call center
associate; therefore, a Call Center Assistant must be reliable.

A Call Center

Assistant also needs to be thorough because the callers we engage with have
many aspects to their account and are more likely to be satisfied when a call

center representative provides a one-call resolution to the caller in advising all
that needs to be done, instead of the caller having to call multiple times to find
out the information, which is often the case in the EC Call Center.

In addition,

a potential Call Center Assistant needs to be methodical in their thinking since
many times callers have such complex issues that need to be resolved and the
issues often go deeper than they originally appear.

A Call Center Assistant

must be a good team player since we often rely on each other for answers due
to lack of support from our supervisors and candidates must also find creative
ways to improve existing ideas and systems due to the restrictive nature of our
service in trying to find answers to complex issues within the barriers of our
unwavering legislation.

In addition, I believe some form of prior call center

experience should be required, although not serve as a deciding factor.
Higgs and Dalewicz’s research also illustrated that gender differences are
present in EI elements, where women

have, on average, a profile with higher

levels of sensitivity and conscientiousness in contrast to their male colleagues.
While call center work is viewed by the general population as a young person’s
arena, results proved otherwise showing that age was related to performance,
with older workers demonstrating better customer service skills than younger
Page
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workers.

The reality is that a major part of call center work “is about

relationship building and the best people for that are those who have had life
experience” (Higgs, 2003).

Of course, the EC Call Center cannot restrict hiring

only older women, it may be helpful for the EC Call Center to target their
recruitment efforts towards this population segment, as opposed to younger
people just graduating from college.
There is strong evidence that using EI tests can improve performance of
call center staff through effective selection and tailored development (Higgs,
2003).

Using certain tools to aid in the EC Call Center Assistant selection

process with ultimately help the NCAA EC’s bottom line by reducing
absenteeism and turnover, which results in money saved in the areas of hiring
and training.

But, the EC should not eliminate a good candidate because

he/she does not score high on all aspects of the EI test:
it is widely understood that some aspects of EI are capable of
development with certain elements being easier to achieve than
others. This means that firms recruiting call center staff should
look particularly for conscientiousness and motivation in the
selection process. But, they should target development plans at
improving elements such as self-awareness, influence, and
sensitivity (Higgs, 2003).
Training
“It is vitally important that call center agents receive proper training on
the expectations of the program.

This should include techniques for identifying

and dealing with hostile customers” (Best, 1999).

My supervisor always says,

“our jobs would be easy if it weren't for the callers.”

Knowing how to deal with

angry, hostile, irate, and abusive callers is by far the most difficult part of a call
Page
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center position.

At the EC Call Center, there was no formal training on

diffusing hostile caller situations and this is at the heart of why many of the
employees are unhappy.

Lee Harward, President of ComTec TeleServices, a

telemarketing and call center firm that handles at least six million calls per
year, has developed a whole training module on handling irate /unhappy

customers.

Harward believes the key is to first identify a caller’s need or

problem and then find a solution while maintaining a professional demeanor,
which can be difficult when dealing with a very angry caller, unless the
representative has the special skills necessary to handle such a call (Battelle,
2003).

Call center employees need the tools to deal with each type of caller and

call centers in general need to ensure that those people representing the
organization are overall well-trained and managed (Best, 1999).
The EC Call Center’s main caller group is the parents of prospective and
current student-athletes.

The issues they are calling about pertain to their

children, so of course it is very personal for them.

For some families, an

athletic scholarship is the only way the student will be able to go to college.
When parents feel threatened that this opportunity may be in jeopardy, they
become very hostile, which happens quite frequently2.

The other main caller

groups are prospective and current student-athletes, high school
administrators, and our membership, which is composed of colleges and
universities, and other interested third parties3.

Due to the vast array of caller

2 See appendix B for the Angry Caller Survey results that support this statement.
3 See appendix C for a breakdown of type of call per caller group.
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groups and the fact the EC Call Center is the only department that takes calls,
it is imperative in-depth training is provided from the onset for each separate
call group.
Call Center Assistants should be trained to determine the reason for the
hostility of the caller: is the caller hostile towards customer service itself, the
organization they are calling or that is calling them, or the service being
offered?

The call center representative should then be trained to follow a set of

standard procedures to deal with the customers.

The first step is to show

empathy: “The best way to turn a hostile customer around is to show you
understand their concern.”

The call center representative should use common

phrases like, 1 understand your concern,’ or I could understand why you
would be frustrated by that.” This will allow for a common ground to be
established and open the door for two-way communication” (Best, 1999).

Not

only will this ease the caller, it will provide a sense of empowerment to the call
center agent: as people, “we like to be empowered by the companies we work
for to make a decision that can provide a solution.

Part of the success in doing

that is empowerment for the person actually speaking on the phone to solve a
problem or provide a solution of some type” (Battelle, 2003).

I think it would be

a good idea for the EC Call Center to develop a list of “diffusing phrases,” such
as the ones noted above that each Call Center Assistant can use to help soothe
an aggressive customer.
The next step in the procedure is to clarify the exact nature of the
hostility: “By listening to the customer and allowing them to vent,” the call
Page
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center agent can gain valuable insight into the real reason for the hostility.
The agent should be “very patient with customers and continue to show
empathy.

It would be advisable for the call center agent to take notes on the

situation so they can recite it back to the caller or supervisor as necessary

(Best, 1999).

Sometimes people call just to vent and express their frustration.

This should always be treated with the same severity and attention as a caller
looking for help with something specific.
The third step in the procedure is to develop a proper escalation process.
This process should be developed by the EC Call Center and disclosed to the
caller groups; it should be clear which situations the Call Center Assistant can
handle on their own and which calls need to be escalated to a higher level.

If

the hostility is caused by something the Call Center Assistant can control, then
the Assistant should offer and implement the solution immediately.

However,

if the situation is something the Assistant is not knowledgeable on or cannot
control, they should try not to respond.

“For this process to work effectively,

anyone involved in the escalation process must understand his/her
responsibilities and follow through as required” (Best, 1999).

This would aid in

reducing much stress experienced by the EC Call Center Assistants because we
have always been told to just, “do our best” with the call; we do have supervisor
forms where we take the caller’s contact information and advise a supervisor
will call back within 24 business hours, but this usually only makes the caller
more irate.

It would be helpful if one of the supervisors could step in when the

Assistant can no longer control the call and take it immediately.
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The fourth step in the procedure is to aim for one-call, or first-call,
resolution:
One-call resolution means more extensive training, higher skill
level, role-playing. It means foreseeing what can potentially
happen and preparing the people to deal with that. That’s part of
empowerment. If you have identified everything that you think can
occur, and plan for it in advance, there is a very high probability of
success (Battelle, 2003).

My supervisor is an avid supporter of one-call resolution; unfortunately the EC
Call Center does not take the time to properly and extensively train the Call
Center Assistants to anticipate problems.

It may be beneficial to consider

making a flow chart of frequently asked questions and the questions that
typically follow from such discussions to teach Call Center Assistants to think
about the question behind the question; this coupled with role-playing could
help the agents in preparing for the vast array of calls presented and also ease
the customer’s pre-existing negative expectations: the “quickest way to create
‘happy customers’ is to take advantage of the expectation gap that people walk
in with” (Dawson, 2005).
As mentioned, “one of the factors that impact how much stress call
center employees experience is how they respond to cantankerous callers.”
Without proper training on diffusing hostile callers, some employees start
coping with the burnout caused by continuous angry caller exposure “by
withdrawing from the workplace, calling in sick, and taking days off from
work.”

As a matter of fact, research has shown that there is a strong

relationship between burnout and absenteeism among call center employees.
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“Those employees who found aggressive callers particularly stressful were more
likely to feel burned out, and so they took more time off from work, compared
to those who were less stressed by the aggressive callers (Sidle, 2004).

In

addition to the procedure described above, which should be utilized every time,
there are a myriad of techniques that can be taught to Call Center Assistants to
help prevent the burnout and subsequent absenteeism; one tactic is “surface
acting”:
One dramatic technique that customer service representatives may
employ with aggressive callers is “surface acting.” This involves
behavioral adjustments such as faking expressions or hiding true
feelings. For instance, employees could conjure up a big smile and
talk in sugary tones when trying to diffuse abusive customers.
However, while many call center employees try this approach with
aggressive customers, it does little for stress reduction. As a
matter of fact, surface acting has actually been linked to increases
in employee stress and burnout (Sidle, 2004).
As a personal testimonial,

I use surface acting; I used

it even before I

knew it was a technique and found that it is very effective, but understand how
it may not be a final solution.

I would suggest using a multi-faceted approach,

utilizing different techniques depending on situation.

For instance, in addition

to surface acting a Call Center Assistant could also use “deep acting.”
To practice deep acting, employees must adjust their inner feelings,
thoughts,

or

beliefs.

For

example,

a

customer

service

representative may imagine herself in the shoes of difficult
customers in order to “feel their pain.” Some employees practice
deep acting by simply refocusing their thoughts and reminding
themselves

that

“this

is

not

about

me,

and

I shouldn’t

take

it

personally.”
Deep acting appears to be an effective method for
lowering stress and research has found that call center employees
using deep acting techniques with aggressive customers were
among the least stressed (Sidle, 2004).
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This appears

to be a form of exerting empathy,

which

is an absolutely

necessary trait in a call center representative and can be pinpointed using the
Higgs and Dalewicz EI test.

But, unfortunately it is not as easy as it sounds;

having to answer calls in rapid succession and having caller after caller express
their frustration towards you makes it hard to keep in mind “this is not about
me.”

So, when

surface and deep acting do not work, what other techniques

can be utilized?
Another

option

themselves when
center

would

be for supervisors

talking to hostile customers.

representatives

and

provide

to allow employees

to assert

Organizations can coach

tips about

how

to gently,

but firmly,

call
let

customers know when they become overly abusive or out of line (Sidle, 2004).
My supervisor is actually a proponent of this, but has not taken the time to
teach us how to properly assert ourselves, without being rude, to end a hostile
conversation.

She has instructed us to tell the customer if they do not calm

down, we would have to let them go and they would need to call back once they
have

composed

themselves,

then

before

we

hang

up

we

must

agreement from them that they are okay with us hanging up.

get a verbal

Well, try being a

20-something year old telling a 40-something year old that you will be hanging
up on them

if they do not calm down—I

with having the call ended.

wouldn't say they are actually okay

This is definitely an area my

capitalize on to help the Call Center Assistants
know-how of ending abusive calls.

reduce

supervisors

could

stress by having

the

®

In addition to the techniques listed above, the supervisors at the EC Call
Center could also provide stress management

programs:

Worksite stress management programs have proven to be effective
in reducing health problems such as hypertension and depression,
decreasing
absenteeism
and
accidents,
and
increasing job
performance and satisfaction. Workplace stress programs typically
target environmental stressors, teach coping skills, and teach
employees relaxation skills to reduce stress.
Relaxation training
can
be particularly useful
in reducing
autonomic
arousal
associated with the stress response. Unlike a top-down model that
focuses on environmental engineering by reducing the likelihood of
stressors occurring, relaxation programs attempt to reduce an
individual’s reactivity to stressors and help him/her recuperate
from an over stimulated stress response (Kennedy, 2008).

What this is describing is teaching a Call Center Assistant proper breathing
techniques to slow down a racing heart that occurs while interacting with an
aggressive
sleep.

customer;

this also helps

to reduce

anxiety,

anger,

and

improve

I have personally tried this and it works, but the call center agent must

have a high level of self-awareness to realize when
spike

and

breathing

then
4.5-7.5

remember
breaths

relaxation programs

to count

their heart rate begins to

their breaths—the

per minute.

The

agent

only downside

should

aim

at

to implementing

in call centers is that it may be “particularly difficult to

implement given the industry’s emphasis on speed and quality and the limited
opportunity to take time out” (Kennedy,
very

least,

should

if no

formal

relaxation

permit staff to take breaks

2008).

program

can

But, nonetheless and at the
be

executed,

after difficult customer

workplace stress” (Stress is a Tough Call., 2006).

“call

centers

calls to minimize

é

Finally, “another less typical response in the call center environment for
dealing with aggressive customers is venting.
by

letting

their

customer.
who

feelings

Those who

out

somehow

Employees can vent their anger

to

coworkers

or even

rely on this strategy tend to be among

to

venting

venting

to

my

to the caller,

colleagues

is one

angry

the employees

are the most stressed by aggressive callers” (Sidle, 2004).

recommend

the

I would

not
but

it just adds

fuel to the

callers rage,

of the

things

keeps

only

that

me

sane.

Although it is true that attitudes are contagious, if you can have someone else
empathize

with

you

and

raise your

spirits,

it makes

the

dealing

with

the

prospect of another angry call not as bad.
Training is vitally important to the retention of employees; without proper
training, the potential of high burnout, absenteeism,

and turnover increases.

“If care isn’t taken, employee well-being can suffer, leading to absenteeism and
a more depersonalized approach,
quality
have

and

efficiency”

powerful

(Kinnie,

effects on

making it difficult for managers
2002).

employee

variety of stress reduction
adherence” (Kennedy, 2008).

“Stress

health

and

management
performance”

tools is clearly one method

to achieve

programs
and

to reduce

can

“having

a

barriers to

“Without training and assistance employees who

continually interact with angry customers often pay a heavy price.

And in the

end, so does the company” (Sidle, 2004).
Retention

I created four job satisfaction surveys to gauge how the seven Call Center
8

Assistants

perceive

satisfaction with

their job.
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In the first Job

Satisfaction

Survey4,

I measured

the

employees’

happiness

with

extremely unhappy with your current position and

their job,

1 is

10 is extremely happy with

your current position: the average rating of all the responses
working with a highly competitive

where

and coveted company

is a 5.43.

(3,000

For

people apply

annually to work at the NCAA and only 600 people are actually employed), this
is not a very strong rating.

Out of the seven people surveyed, their immediate

job before working in the EC Call Center was not in a call center.
if the employees

feel whether

their current

When asked

pay is commensurate

with their

current job duties as a Call Center Assistant, 57.1% or four of the employees
said “No;” three out of these four employees

said that $35,000

is fair for the

work they do while one out of the four employees said $40,000-50,000 would
be equitable.

Another question asked the seven employees whether they feel

their work is focused on quality, quantity,

or both; 71.4%

of those

surveyed

said “Both,” but all 100% of the surveyed employees said they would be most
content with their job if the focus was solely on quality.
also asked:

In general,

do you

your daily job related activities?

feel you

experience

The employees were

an excessive workload

in

57.1% or four employees answered “Definitely”

and in the next question 85.7% or six employees said this excessive workload
is a factor in job-related stress.
In the Job Satisfaction Survey Part IIS, the seven Call Center Assistants
were asked if they felt they were adequately trained for their job; 66.7% or four

4 See appendix D for the Job Satisfaction Survey Part I results.
> See appendix E for the Job Satisfaction Survey Part II results.
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people said “Yes,” while 33.3% or two people said “Somewhat” —the remaining
one person did not answer.

When asked if the agents thought their colleagues

were adequately trained, 66.7% or four people said “Yes,” 16.7% or one person
said

“Somewhat,”

and

16.7%

person did not answer.

or one

person

said

“No”—the

remaining

one

The representatives were then asked how the skill set

and knowledge of their colleagues affected their own performance; 50% or three
people said “Positively,” 33.3%
one

person

said

“Not

at all.”

or two people
The

next

said “Negatively,” and

question

asked

if the

16.7% or

Call

Center

Assistant trusts their colleagues; 50% or three people said “Yes,” 33.3% or two
people

said “Somewhat,”

and

16.7%

or one person

said “No.”

The

following

question asked if the agent understands the roles of their supervisors and how
their job

functions

affect the

agents job

duties;

66.7%

or four people

said

“Yes,” while 33.3% or two people said “No.”
Job Satisfaction Survey Part III® asked if the Call Center Assistants felt
they received enough
updated

information

Center Assistants,
“Somewhat,”
how

information concerning

and

about

the general operations

from

in policy/procedure

of the EC;

16.7% or one person said “Yes,” 33.3%
50%

or three people

said “No.”

satisfied the Call Center Assistant

received

changes

their

supervisor

was

concerning

with

The

or

out of six Call

or two people said

next question

gauged

the level of feedback

their performance;

33.3%

they

or two

people said the feedback is “Too little,” where as 66.7% or four people said the
feedback

is

“Just

right.”

When

asked

their

6 See appendix F for Job Satisfaction Survey Part III results.
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opinion

on

the

number

of

promotional opportunities available between the NCAA

EC and national office,

66.7% or four people said there are “Not enough” opportunities, while 33.3% or
two people said there are a “Fair amount.”
felt

their

supervisors

endeavors,

50%

“Somewhat,”
also

and

or

support
three

16.7%

them

people

in

said

if they

felt they

had

situations;

16.7%

or

person

one

the

their

“No,”

or one person

asked

The agents were then asked if they
professional
33.3%

said “Yes.”

tools

said

The

necessary

“No,”

or

50%

development

two

people

said

representatives were

to handle

or

hostile

caller

people

said

three

“Somewhat,” and 33.3% or two people said “Yes.”
Finally, in Job
were

asked

Satisfaction Survey Part IV7, the Call Center Assistants

if they would

66.7%

or four people

agents

were

then

like training on diffusing hostile caller situations;

said “Yes” while

asked

if they

33.3%

would

or two

like training

people
on

said “No.”

stress

The

management

techniques; 33.3% or two people said “Yes,” 50% or three people said “No,” and
16.7% or one person said “Don’t care.”

When

asked if the representative felt

the training for their current position was adequate, 66.7% or four people said
“Yes,”

while

33.3%

or two

people

said

“Somewhat.”

When

asked

what

the

associates would like to see in the way of training, some indicated they would
like

to

use

mock

calling,

customer

service

training

in

general,

access

to

exploring the websites, hostile caller situations, and to be notified of changes in
policy

or

procedure

prior

to

the

actually

change.

66.7%

or

four

people

considered themselves to be “Optimists” while 33.3% or two people considered
7 See appendix G for Job Satisfaction Survey Part IV results.
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themselves

to be

“Realist.”

When

asked

if the

employee

had

noticed

any

changes in their behavior, attitude, general disposition, or routine in or outside

of work

since taking the Call Center Assistant position,

said “Yes” and
difference,

50%

they

or three people said “No.”

feel

unsympathetic,

they

have

become

they do not want

50%

or three people

Of those who

have noticed a

more

negative,

to talk on the phone

angry,

outside

intolerant,

of work,

have

become increasingly short with people, and excuses by others have become
bigger pet peeve.
people

said:

assistance,

a

When

asked what motivates the employee to come to work,

paycheck,

my

a

people

colleagues,

I work

knowing

this

with

and

is

steppingstone

a

the

ability
to

to

provide

something

greater, just being able to work for the NCAA, and “the days go by quickly, I'm
thankful

to just have

a job to pay my

pretty good benefits.”

bills, the company

of coworkers,

and

The agents were then asked what they liked least about

their job and people said: “Talking on the phones 7.5 hours 5S days a week and
having to take

no

variety,

“dealing

scheduled

lack

with

breaks,”

of professional

difficult

people

“issues out of our control,” “the monotony,

development,

who

do

not

no

listen,

opportunity
having

to

for

training,”

repeat

myself,”

“hostile callers,” and “repeating myself over and over and over and talking to
callers

who

have

different answer.”

called

seven

other

times

in the

same

day

looking

for

a

Finally, the Call Center Assistants were again asked about

their level of happiness with being in their current position; this time,
completely unhappy

10 was

(in the first question in Job Satisfaction Survey Part I 10

was completely happy) and

1 is completely happy (whereas when asked in Job
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Satisfaction Survey Part I 1 was completely unhappy);

this time, 7.83 was the

average rate of happiness, which would translate to a 3.16 on the first happy
scale

in Job

Satisfaction

Survey

Part

I.

It would

appear

the

more

certain

aspects of their job were pointed out, the unhappier they became with their job,
since there was almost a two point decrease in the level of happiness by those
surveyed.

Either that or the agents did not carefully read the measures of the

happiness

scale in Job

Satisfaction Survey

Part IV and

confused

it with the

measures in Job Satisfaction Survey Part I.
So what does this all mean?

It appears that overall the majority of the

EC Call Center Assistants experience the same things as most other call center
employees

and

The

common

“most

would

benefit from
reasons

proven

for leaving

methods

a job

are

in training and
career

retention!

progression,

and being unhappy in your current role” and this is all too known
center world (Williamson, 2005).
to evaluate

areas

common

experience,

pay,

quality

subsequent

level of stress,

roles

of

supervisors,

successfully
opportunities

in

the

and

general disposition.

job,

quantity

tenure,

receiving
level

professional

in the call

The Job Satisfaction Surveys were designed

in all call centers:
and

money,

of

of

happiness

work,

level of training,

information
feedback

development,

from

with job

level

of

workload

perception

imperative

and

of colleagues,

to

supervisors,

dealing with

position,

angry

performing
promotional
callers,

and

How can the results of these surveys on these topics be

used to the EC Call Center’s advantage?
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“Motivated

agents are highly productive;

among

the best incentives for

agents are respect, recognition, variety and fair compensation for their efforts”
(Fluss, 2007).

In Job

Satisfaction

Survey

Part I, the Call Center Assistants

indicated their current pay is not commensurate with the type of work they do.
“Pay satisfaction implies the satisfaction with the amount
the amount

of work

done,

as well as satisfaction with pay compared

amount paid in similar organizations” (Budhwar, 2007).
the difficult economic
with

limited

times and the NCAA’s

resources,

of pay one gets for

there’s not much

to the

Unfortunately, due to

status as a not-for-profit agency

that can

be done

about

the level of

pay; but this does not mean that less costly alternatives could not be explored.
“In

any

organization,

maintaining

commitment

rewards
among

play

an

important

employees

performance and workforce stability.”

role

that ensures

in
a high

building
standard

and
of

According to the individual-organization

exchange theory, employees enter organizations with specific skills, desires and
goals, and expect in return a work environment where they can use their skills,
satisfy their desires,

and

achieve

their goals.

At the heart of this exchange

theory is
the implicit agreement referred to as the ‘psychological contract,’
which is posited on the act of reciprocation. Reciprocation is the
primary
mechanism
that explains
how
perceived
equitable
treatment of the individual by the organization can culminate in an
individual’s commitment to the organization. It simply implies that
employees offer or enhance their commitment when organizations
meet
employees’
expectations
regarding
fulfillment of their
important needs.
Thus, the exchange perspective explains
organizational commitment as a function of work rewards and
work values, and suggests the importance of work rewards for
continuously motivating employees (Budhwar, 2007).
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Per

the

exchange

theory

and

reciprocity

norm,

employees

repay

the

rewards received from their organization through a growth in commitment
the

organization,

which

reinforces

the exchanges

common

employer relationship in a mutually beneficial manner.
extremely

most

to

important

which

for

managers

employees,

distinct” (Budhwar,

2007).

given

“which

that

of their

asked

what

motivates

basis

rewards

employeeof this, it is
mean

the

commitment

are

And, judging from the survey results, the basis of

each Call Center Assistant’s commitment
when

Because

to understand

the

in the

to

them

is distinct due to the answers given

to come

to work

and what

they like least

about their jobs.
When

resources, both financial and human,

rewards can be considered?

are limited what kinds of

“Reward refers to all forms of financial return,

intangible services and benefits an employee receives as part of an employment
relationship.

Work rewards refer to all the benefits that workers receive from

their jobs” (Budhwar, 2007).

There are two forms of rewards: extrinsic and

intrinsic.
“Extrinsic rewards are those that result from extrinsic non-job-relatedfactors” and include social rewards, such as friendly, helpful, and supportive
coworkers and considerate supervisors, and organizational rewards, including
working conditions, pay satisfaction, benefits, and promotional opportunities
and are aimed at motivating performance and commitment to the organization.

On the other hand, intrinsic rewards are those “inherent in the content of the

job itself.

They include motivational job characteristics such as skill, variety,

autonomy, and feedback.

Participation in decision-making and role clarity

have also been classified as job characteristics and can be included under the
category of intrinsic rewards,” as well as training and access to training, which
is often regarded as an important nonfinancial motivator (Budhwar, 2007).
All of this indicates several things: 1) the EC Call Center must increase
both their extrinsic and intrinsic rewards if they desire to retain their current
Call Center Assistants, 2) this can be achieved through increasing support by
supervisors and colleagues, 3) increased promotional opportunities and
professional development, 4) more skill and variety of job duties, 5) increased
autonomy and empowerment in decision making, 6) appropriate feedback
conducive with the wants and needs of the Assistant, and 7) recognition for the
difficult work undertaken by call center associates.

In addition, rewarding for

performance could also increase overall employee satisfaction.

A pay for

performance system can be based on customer satisfaction with the agent,

contact resolution, maintaining average talk time, and calls per hour.

Pay for

performance can also increase first call resolution and number of calls per
hour, so instituting this kind of program is a win-win situation for both the
Call Center Assistant and the supervisors (Adsit, 2004).

“Contact center

morale and agent retention will improve if outstanding performance is
recognized and shared with the staff” (Fluss, 2007).

Ideas to implement this

would be awarding gift cards to top performers, which the EC may be able to
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obtain as in-kind donations, a “Wall of Fame” hung near the entrance to the
building where letters of praise and appreciation concerning the Call Center
Associates are placed for all to see, and the creation of an organizational
newsletter that highlights the good work and accomplishments of people from
each department of the NCAA EC.
Returning to the results in Job Satisfaction Survey Part I, the Call Center
Assistants overwhelming indicated a focus on quality would increase their
satisfaction with their job.

“Successful call center managers know that in

addition to answering calls in a timely fashion, true success comes in providing
quality information to customers during the call” (McLean-Conner, 2008).

All

of the Call Center Assistants would prefer to take their time with the callers,
build relationships, and feel as if they are really making a difference, but with
S50 calls in que and three hour wait times during certain times of year, that’s
just not possible with our current system.

I would suggest instead of callers having to repeat their long,
individualized story every time, which drives up unnecessary talk time, case
managers should be assigned.

I recommend that when notes in a caller’s

account get to number three, the person taking the call on note number three
would be assigned as the case manager.

I would also recommend dividing the

Call Center Assistants up to take calls for only one department, instead of
everyone having to take calls for the whole organization.

People could be

rotated monthly or bi-monthly between departments so that there is always job
variety, new skills being learned, providing employees to other departments
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that desperately need the help, and spreading out the calls so quality can be
emphasized over quantity; this would also address the issues with excessive

workload by allowing the Assistant to focus on one area instead of many.
Finally, to increase the focus on quality, a voice recognition system should be
implemented to answer many of the simple questions people inquire about; this
would reduce the monotony and redundancy of the questions posed by callers.
Job Satisfaction Survey Part II started by evaluating the employees’
perceptions of training.

The importance of a training program is critical to the

happiness and in turn retention of call center employees.

In addition to the

training methods mentioned earlier, I would also recommend creating a
checklist to train each Call Center Assistant to look at each caller’s account in
the same fashion; our biggest complaint is on the consistency of the
information we give out and I believe this would help to resolve that issue.

In

addition, training could serve as an intrinsic reward: “invite top performing
agents to take an active role in departmental activities, such as coaching new
hires, delivering an up-training session, becoming a subject matter expert on a
new initiative, or cross-training on a new function.”

And, it may also be a good

idea to implement the “buddy system,” where the EC Call Center pairs an agent
who is having difficulty with one who consistently achieves; not only will this
increase the trust between colleagues, it will help to ensure everyone has the

same skill sets and knowledge (Fluss, 2007).
Job Satisfaction Survey Part III gauged the employees’ satisfaction with
the amount of feedback they receive.

Typically, we only receive feedback at our
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mid-year and yearly reviews, but for most this does not seem like enough.
“Agents really do want to see the big picture and understand how they
contribute to the success of the enterprise and its bottom line.

Establish

attainable goals and targets on key performance indicators that measure

agents.

Clearly and consistently communicate how these KPIs are measured

and give agents timely performance feedback” (Fluss, 2007).

Not every

Assistant is going to achieve success in the same way; some may earn it by
producing large volumes of calls whereas others have success in promoting and
obtaining high levels of customer satisfaction.

Because of this, “it is important

to adjust each agent’s target productivity by their skills and by the customer
needs to which they are assigned;” feedback should be based on this and not
how poor one agent is doing in comparison to another because they are not
producing the same volume of calls (Price, 2005).
The final piece of the retention program, and perhaps the most important

next to training, is professional development and advancement programs and
opportunities.

“Promotional opportunities refer to the adequacy and

satisfaction perceived by the frontline employees as regards the promotion
policy of the organization and also as regards the opportunities for
advancement” (Budhwar, 2007).

Many of us in the EC Call Center have

applied to multiple jobs within, just to be overlooked; as a part of our hiring
package we were told we would receive first preference when applying for
internal jobs, but between all of us who have applied to many jobs, not one of
us got an invitation for an interview.

It would be wise of the EC Call Center to
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take an active part in helping to development and promote the staff, instead of
making it apparent that management does not want anyone to go anywhere:
“Whenever possible, promote from within the contact center.

Besides retaining

excellent performers, this is a great way of showing that management
appreciates and respects the expertise of the contact center staff.

Establish

career development plans for agents and a process to help them acquire the
skills they need to be ready for promotions” (Fluss, 2007).
The only other recommendation I have for the EC Call Center is to adopt
a call monitoring system.

This is another great tool to train employees so they

have the necessary skills to be successful at their jobs, which helps to promote
retention.

“Call monitoring is one of the best processes available to improve

call quality” (McLean-Conner, 2008).

My supervisor says we do not have the

financial or human resources to do this, but if nothing else, hopefully
management could consider walking around periodically and monitoring until
a monitoring system can be purchased.
Conclusion
“Contact centers...are people-intensive organizations that require best
practices and systems to improve their efficiency and effectiveness” (Fluss,
2007).

After analyzing the NCAA EC Call Center through primary research and

supporting those findings with secondary research, it can be determined that
the EC Call Center is in desperate need of a formal hiring, training, and
retention program.

There is much talent in the Call Center Assistants, but this

talent needs to be cultivated and expounded by the Call Center management,
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otherwise valuable talent will be lost due to burnout and increasing turnover.
have presented my ideas, but not much enthusiasm has resulted, so hopefully
if nothing else, I can help to drive change within our department.
Implementing a comprehensive program now will prevent future turnover and

protect the EC’s most precious resource: its human capital.

I

Appendix A
Kirton Adaptor-Innovator Inventory
Characteristics of Adaptors
Precise
Reliable
Thorough

Characteristics of Innovators
Undisciplined
Impractical
Think tangentially

Methodical

Methodical

Prudent
Conforming

Risk takers

Dependable
Rarely challenges rules

Provide stability and continuity
Prefer short-term efficiency;

concerned with the details
associated with implementation
Sensitive to people, good team
players

Prefer to develop a few original
ideas at a time and evaluate
these ideas for potential
effectiveness

Create by finding ways to
improve existing ideas and
systems

Catalyst to settled groups
Unsound

Challenge rules and past
practices
Provide a break with the past
Seek long-range effectiveness;

willing to trade off short-term
efficiency

Independent minded; often
threaten group cohesion
Prefer to proliferate original
ideas and are less attentive to
the practicality of such ideas
Create by producing more

radical change that challenges
current ideas and systems

Appendix B
Angry Caller Survey Results
Number of results: 20
Average level of anger/ frustration experienced by caller: 6.46 out of 10 (where
10 is an irate or highly frustrated caller)
Number of angry callers broken down by call group:
Parent/Guardian — 12
High School Administrators — 5
Member Institutions — 1
Other - 2

Most frequent ways call was resolved: Explaining and listening to caller (13
calls), supervisor call (5 calls), hang ups (2)

Appendix C

Types of Calls Per Call Group

Membership Call Types

Access/Registration
4%

@ General
@ Access/Registration
@ Status
@ Academic Cert. Request
BE Amateurism Issue
O Core Course
NLI

O Transfer to MS

Public Call Types

BE General
BE Access/Registration
dO Status
BE Academic Cert. Request

B Amateurism Issue
O Core Course
ONL

O Transfer to MS
Academic
| Cert. Request

|

4%

*Appendix C continued

High School Call Types

@ General
BE Access/Registration
3 Status
BE Academic Cert. Request
B Amateurism Issue
O Core Course
onNu
Amateurism Issue

0%
Academic Cert.

Request

®

¥

*Appendix C continued

OTransfer to MS
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Job Satisfaction Survey Part I Results
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5. How do you feel the skill set and level of knowledge of your colleagues affects your
performance?
Response
Percent

Negatively
Notatall

Positively.

[|
[

|

[~~ 71

33.3%
16.7%

50.0%
answered question
skipped question

6. Do you trust your colleagues?

50.0%
33.3%
No

16.7%

| don't know

0.0%
answered question
skipped question

@

7. Do you understand the roles of your supervisors and how their job functions support your
job duties?
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66.7%
0.0%
33.3%
answered question
skipped question

8. Do you understand the job duties of the Customer Service Coordinators?
Response
Percent

50.0%
33.3%
16.7%
answered question
skipped question

9. Do you understand the job duties of the Coordinator of Client Relations?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

50.0%
50.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

10. Do you understand the job duties of the Associate Director of Customer Service?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

50.0%

&

4

50.0%

answered question
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skipped question
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Job Satisfaction Survey Part III Results
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SurveyMonkey.com

Logged in as “jessicahilger” |Log
OFF

because knowledge is everything
i

ey

|

My

Surveys

You have a basic account.
survey

|

Address

Book

To remove the limits of a basic account, including unlimited questions, upgrade now!

title:

Job Satisfaction Survey Part lll Edit Title
{
|

design survey

collect responses ]

analyze results

L

(E

View Summary

>
©

Browse Responses

I Filter Responses
_|

] | current

report:

Default Report

-

Response Summary
|

|Add Report |

Total Started Survey: 6
Total Completed Survey:

6 (100%)

Crosstab Responses
Page: Default Section

+; Download Responses
@

Share Responses

1. Do you understand the job duties of the Assistant Director of Client Relations?
Response
Percent
33.3%

50.0%
16.7%
answered question
skipped question

2. Do you understand the job duties of the Director of Client Relations?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

33.3%

50.0%
16.7%
answered question
skipped question

| 3. Is there anything else you would like to know about the job functions of any of your
supervisors?
Response
Count
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view
answered question
skipped question

4. Do you feel you receive enough information concerning changes in policy/procedure or

updated information about the general operations of the EC?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

16.7%
33.3%

50.0%
answered question
skipped question

5. How do you feel about the level of feedback provided to you, concerning your performance,
from your supervisors?

Response
Percent

Response
Count

33.3%
66.7%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

6. How often would you like feedback on your performance?

Never

Onanasneededbasis [

1]

Every week

Everyday

6

Only during mid and final year
performance evaluations

fet
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answered question
skipped question

7. How do you feel about the number of promotional opportunities available to you at the EC or
National Office?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Notenowgh

[~~
— "7

66.7%

Fairamount

[|

33.3%

More than enough

0.0%
answered question
skipped question

8. Do you feel that your supervisors support you in your professional development endeavors?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

16.7%

33.3%
50.0%
answered question
skipped question

9. What would you like to see in the way of professinal development? (Mentors, professional
development training, networking opportunities, resumel/cover letter support, etc.)
Response
Count

view |
answered question
skipped question

10. Do you feel like you have the tools necessary to handle hostile caller situations?

@

Ves 1

Response

Response

Percent

Count

33.3%
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50.0%
16.7%
answered question
skipped question
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Appendix G
Job Satisfaction Survey Part IV Results
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Response Summary
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~
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fal

I

Total Started Survey:
Total Completed Survey:

6
6 (100%)

Pp

| Page: Default Section

1. Would you like to have training on diffusing hostile caller situations?

2. Would you like to have training on stress management techniques?

3. Do you feel the training for your current position was adequate?

4. What elements would you add to the training for this position?

5. Would you consider yourself...
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6. Have you

Page 2 of 3

noticeda change in your behavior,

attitude, general disposition,
or routine since taking this job? (This can be in or outside
of the work

environment)
Response

Response

Percent

Count

50.0%

50.0%
If yes, please explain

view

answered question
skipped question

7. What motivates
you to come to work?

8. What do you enjoy least about your current position?

answered question
skipped question

9. What actions could be taken, either by you, your supervisors, or your organization that could increase your job satisfaction?

10. How happy are you with your current job position?

1

10

2

!
y
unhappy

happy

&

Arserer
ona Scale of 1 > 10, wikis
and is
10in completely unhappy

om 15

00%(@

00%
=

00%
CF

00% 00%
CEO

©

167%
d

00%
> 667%

ye

167%
9

%

fan

vera

Response

ge

n

0.0% (0)
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